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FOREWORD

This report outlines a set of actions which, if that this report calls for a partnership to be formed
implemented effectively, could help end hunger among donors, nongovernmental organizations,
in Sub-Saharan Africa. A task force of the World and African governments to support comprehen-
Bank devised this strategy for helping the more sive policies and programs for food security.
than 100 million Africans who do not get enough What can the Bank contribute to this partner-
to eat. ship? First, we will apply our policy experience,

The development of agriculture and food financial resources, and technical expertise to the
production has long been an important objective problems of agricultural production and food
of the Bank's work in Africa. Our agricultural security in Africa. Second, we will use our well-
projects are focused on producing more food. established links with African govemments and
Our economic adjustment operations are aimed at with other donors to offer advice on the best
restoring and maintaining growth - and thus at ways to integrate food security initiatives with
boosting the income people need to acquire food. ongoing programs. Third, we will strengthen

Increasing agricultural production and ad- even more our institutional commitment to
justing economic policies to raise incomes are Africa's growth and development.
two keys that can help open the granary door for There are no quick fixes to the problem of
all Africans. But this report makes clear that a hunger, and we must be realistic in our expecta-
focus on agriculture and economic growth alone tions. Rapid population growth, adverse terms of
will not be enough to end hunger and ensure food trade, weak administrative capacities, and the ex-
security in Africa. Countries enjoying strong tremely low level of economic development in
growth and surplus food will continue to have many African countries inevitably will have an
millions of people suffering from malnutrition - effect on the rate of progress.
the sick, the urban unemployed, rural landless The World Bank nevertheless is convinced
laborers, and in general the poorest of the poor. that this report will assist African govemments

Thus, while reemphasizing that adjustment and the international community to understand
and growth are essential links in the food security more about food security and to address the asso-
chain, this report also highlights the need to look ciated problems more consistently and urgently.
beyond growth. It recommends a complementary
set of special actions to help reach Africa's poor-
est and hungriest people, including:

* Preparing specific action programs to pro-
mote food security in each Sub-Saharan country.

* Giving priority to projects and policies that
raise the incomes of the food insecure and dampen
fluctuations in food prices and supplies.

* Strengthening the institutional capabilities
of African governments to manage food security
programs. Barber Conable

* Increasing the effectiveness of food aid: President
this includes improving the preparation and coor- The World Bank
dination of responses to emergency food situ-
ations.

* Making more systematic efforts to identify
the people at high risk of food insecurity.

None of these proposals is new, and many
organizations already have programs that encom-
pass various elements of them. What is new is
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Africa's food insecure

PERCENTAGE OF
POPULATION

In seven countries, more than 40% NUMBER_OF_AFRICAN_FOOD INSECURE (million) 103.7 25%
of the people are food insecure; I
in twenty-four countries, Countries with 10 million or more food insecure l
more than 20%. 1 Ethiopia 14.7 46%

E More than 40% 2 Nigeria 13.7 17%
3 Zaire 12.0 42%

D 20% to 40% Countries with 5 million or more food insecure

Fewer than 20% 4 Tanzania 6.6 35%
5 Kenya 6.2 37%
6 Uganda 6.1 46%

7 Mozambique 5.9 49%

Countries with 1-5 million food insecure

8 Algeria 4.1 22%

9 Ghana 4.1 36%

21 12 | 18 ) 3 > 10 Sudan 3.4 18%
35' _ [ ,, 1 1 Zambia 2.7 48%

256rl' <t 1 12 Mali = X 0 2.5 35%

31 9 \ 24\ = y 13 Chad 2.4 54%

27 30 14 Morocco 2.4 12%

20 15 Somalia 2.3 50%

32 > 22 24 )16 Burkina Faso 2.0 32%

17 Egypt 1.7 4%

, (;y72 18 Niger < 1.5 28%

34 19 Malawi ._L__ 1.4 24%

20 Rwanda 1.2 24%

V O/ 21 Senegal 1.2 21%

22 Burundi 1.1 26%

23 Madagascar 1.1 13%

Countries with fewer than 1 million food insecure

24 Cameroon 0.8 9%

25 Tunisia 0.8 13%

26 Sierra Leone 0.8 23%

27 Togo _ 0.7 29%

28 C6te d'lvoire 0.7 8%

29 CAR 0.7 29%

30 Benin 0.6 18%

31 Liberia 0.6 30%

32 Congo 0.4 27%

33 Mauritania 0.4 25%

34 Mauritius 0.1 9%

35 Gambia 0.1 19%

36 Gabon 0.1 7%

|-- - ------ - Food insecure persons by country, 103.7 million

COUNTRY KEY: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30

Half the food insecure _
V live in five countries

The food insecure population is an estimate of the average number of food insecure in these
countries over "good" and "bad" years, given the trend line of per capita food consumption in
1980. In some countries, the number of food insecure varies little from year to year. But in others-
especially in the Sahel-it fluctuates greatly. The estimates exclude Angola, Zimbabwe, Lesotho,
Swaziland, Botswana, Comoros, Seychelles, Guinea Bissau, Cape Verde, and Sao Tome and
Principe.



FOOD INSECURITY IN AFRICA TODAY

About a quarter of Africa's population - more The attention to transitory food insecurity is
than 100 million people - do not consume enough not misplaced. Transitory food insecurity is seri-
food to allow an active working life. Many of ous and if left unattended can cause political in-
these people do not obtain enough energy from stability and economic mismanagement. But gov-
their diets to prevent serious health risks or stunted emments and donors need to give more attention
growth. Even more suffer in years when crops to the primary cause of food insecurity - insuffi- "A rica s ood
fail and food prices rise, as in 1984. cient income. The problem of food insecurity is s

Food insecurity is a problem throughout Af- apparent even in countries where food is abun- situation is serious
rica. It exists in countries with a past record of dant, indicating that the problem is not just one of _ and it is
unsuitable macroeconomic policies and those with food availability.
economies disrupted as a result of civil distur- Africa's food situation is not only serious- deteriorating."
bances. It exists in large areas with little prospect it is continuing to deteriorate. In the 1970s, the
of economic growth, as in the Sahel. Food inse- proportion of Africans with deficient diets in-
curity also exists in peaceful middle-income coun- creased slightly while the population increased
tries that are self-sufficient in food and free of substantially. In the 1980s, with an adverse eco- Total African Population

drought. And it even occurs in countries follow- nomic environment and a deterioration in per capita FOOD CONSUMPTION

ing economic growth policies sound enough to incomes, both the proportion and the total number PER CAPITA

keep them outside the adjustment process. of Africans with deficient diets have climbed - INCREASING

More than half of Africa's food insecure live and will continue to rise unless special action is 1970-80

in seven countries - Ethiopia, Nigeria, Zaire, taken. As the chart to the right shows, barely a
Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, and Mozambique (see quarter of Africans lived in countries where food FOOD CONSUMPTION

the chart). In another (overlapping) group of consumption per capita was increasing in the 1980s DECLINING

seven countries, more than 40 percent of the popu- - down considerably from about two-thirds in 1980-86

lace is food insecure - in Ethiopia, Zaire, Uganda, the 1970s.
Mozambique, Zambia, Chad, and Somalia. And The international community should thus give
in 24 countries, more than 20 percent of the popu- food security a high priority - it is one of the
lace does not get enough to eat. most intractable aspects of poverty in Africa.

Food security has two main requirements -
one is assuring the availability of food, and the
other is assuring the ability of households to ac- Principles of Food Security
quire food (see the box). Both requirements are The 1986 WorldBank Policy StudyPov- ducing, buying, bartering, sharing, for-
difficult to meet in Africa. There is a food availa- erty and Ifunger concluded that: aging, and so on. Transitory food inse-
bility problem - African economies have failed * Food security Is access by all curity is a temporary decline in a house-
either to produce food or to generate enough reve- people at all times to enough food for hold's access to enough food, arising
nue to buy it from the abundant supply on the an active and healthy life. Food inse- from instability of food prices, food pro-
world markeL And there is an income problem curity, by contrast, is lack of access to duction, or household incomes.
- households have low per capita incomes and enough food. Countries that have many * Policies for reducing chronic
cannot afford to buy or produce food, people suffering from undernutrition food insecurity differ from those for

Governments, media, and donors focus much have a national food security problem. reducing transitory food insecurity.
att emention on national food produdono-f ands onh*Ensuring food security entails Policy options for reducing chronic food

meeting two conditions. One condi- msecurity include increasing the food
the transitory food insecurity caused by sudden tion is ensuring that there are adequate supply (through production, imports, or
breakdowns. They respond because food short- food supplies available, through domes- improving market integration), subsidiz-
ages cause sharp rises in food prices and prompt tic production or imports. The other is ing consumer prices, and targeting in-
acute political reactions, which may in turn derail ensuring that households whose mem- come transfers. Policy options for re-
adjustment programs and cause severe transitory bers suffer from undernutrition have the ducing transitory food insecurity may
food insecurity. In the process, many of the ability to acquire food, either because include stabilizing supplies and prices,
chronically food insecure may be pushed over the they produce it themselves or because and assisting vulnerable groups directly.
edge to starvation, fleeing their homes and de- they have the income to acquire it. In any country, the food Inse-
scending on cities and refugee camps. These * Food insecurity Is either chronic cure comprise different subgroups.
dramatic migrations are newsworthy, unlike the or transitory. Chronic food insecurity Cost-effective programs to improve food
slaati mgratiofchonsc ared insewswrithy, unlike the involves a continuously inadequate diet security must be tailored to the needs
slow grind of chronic food insecurity, which is caused by the persistent inability to ac- and the circumstances of each group of
practically invisible to the untrained observer. quire food by whatever means - pro- food insecure.

5fOlD 1S1ESECUFL-M'Y IFN f Fi ( TCD tDAiY 3



REDUCING CHRONIC FOOD INSECURITY

Chronic food insecurity results from households' ment opportunities, to developing the industrial
lack of resources. Broad-based economic devel- sector (formal and informal), to protecting the
opment can increase real incomes to add to the environment, and to developing human resources
resources of households (see the box opposite). through health and education. And as part of the
And very often, what is good for economic growth strategy for agriculture, governments should

"Special efforts is good for food security and vice versa. That is greatly enlarge their activities in research. Some
because: aspects of these efforts to speed the growth of per

have to be designed * In most of Africa, a high proportion of the capita incomes are particularly important for food

to reach each group chronically food insecure still have access to land. security. In this regard, governments should
Policies that increase the efficiency of agricul- strengthen their efforts to integrate women in the

most effectively." ture, or shift the terms of trade in favor of agricul- economy and to slow population growth (see the
ture, can improve the incomes of many of the box on page 4).
poor and thereby relieve a key cause of food But growth in per capita incomes is not
insecurity. enough. Equally, increased food production,

* Properly valued exchange rates generally though a necessary part of any agricultural strat-
increase both the incentive to raise crops and the egy, does not on its own assure food security. In
competitiveness of agricultural exports. Realis- some cases, investments in food production have
tic exchange rates increase returns to factors of hurt food security. For example, the emphasis by
production and spur growth - and so increase donors and African govemments on investments
the availability of food and the income to acquire in food production after the 1973-74 drought led
iL to the neglect of export crops, reduced foreign

S Solvent governments can fund public pro- exchange earnings, and lowered the capacity for
grams to assist the poor and give them access to food imports. As a result, the food security of
more food. Bankrupt governments cannot. many farm households - and many countries-

Development strategies thus need many fac- fell.
ets, emphasizing more than food. As part of a Many African govemments thus need to
general development strategy, governments develop more coherent strategies for food secu-
should continue to give appropriate attention to rity. They need action programs for food secu-
reforming macroeconomic and trade policies, to rity- to define the additional actions required.
financing infrastructure, to creating new employ- Such programs will start from better knowledge

of the food insecure. Many African governments

Food Self Sufficiency? also need to devise better interventions to im-
tradable foods ien efficient onIy when a prove food security. Because policies and pro-
tradable foods is efficient only when a grams affect different groups of the food insecure

In most African economies, economic country has a comparative advantage in different ways, special efforts have to be de-
growth will depend very much on en- in producing those foods. Moreover,
hanced productivity and expanded pro- food security is achieved only if house- signed to reach each group most effectively. These
duction of food crops. And because holds can acquire this food by buying concerns deserve more attention in the implem-
Africa's comparative advantage typi- it or producing it. There is thus no entation of adjustment programs.
cally lies in food crops, it is likely that necessary link between self-sufficiency
the reestablishment ofper capita growth and food security. Empirical studies Country action programs
in many countries will coincide with tend to confum that food self-suffi- Governments should make more systematic
greater food production and greater self- ciency has no intrinsic value for elimi- efforts to understand who and where their food
sufficiency in food supply. nating chronic food insecurity. insecure are, what causes food insecurity, and

The FAO study, African Agricul- In some countries, an excessive what can be done to relieve it. A big problem
ture: The Ne.t 25 Years, projects that emphasis on food self-sufficiency has today is that knowledge of these matters for indi-
most countries could reverse their de- led to costly and uneconomic invest-
cining per capita production of staple ments. These investments have tended vidual countries is spotty.
crops under a scenario of substantially to undermine not only per capita in- Another problem is that growth strategies for
improved performance by governments come growth and food security but also African agriculture do not automatically target
and donors. Some 23 countries, under food self-sufficiency itself - by di- the food insecure. Policies and investments that
this scenario, would improve their ce- verting substantial resources for capi- benefit the food insecure will often be less obvi-
real self-sufficiency ratios by 2010. tal and recurrent spending from pro- ous - and may thus require more imagination to

But national self-sufficiency in ductive investments. identify and more effort to prepare. Donors will

4 -



thus have to focus more sharply on the most
serious food security problems in Africa. Agricultural Production and World Bank Programs

Governments should, with donor assistance, Agriculture is the dominant productive contact farmers then pass the lessons on
prepare food security action programs to provide sector in Africa, contributing an aver- to other farmers. The system has been
a comprehensive analytical framework for each age 34 percent of GDP, compared with adapted to Africa through pilot programs
country - showing the links to macroeconomic 20 percent in all developing countries. in Kenya, Togo, C6te d'Ivoire, Nigeria,
and trade policy, to income generation and em- It provides 75 percent of employment and Burkina Faso.
ployment, and to such social sectors as health, and 30 percent of exports. Stimulating Distinguishing this initiative is that:
water, sanitation, education, and family planning. agricultural growth will therefore be * It will develop essential agricul-water, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the major instrment for increasing the ture services on a national basis, rather
These programs should also include specific gov- resources of nations and households in than a project or regional basis. It will
emmnent and donor actions to ensure that food Africa, resources for importing and channel donor resources intonational pro-
security is a part of all development policies and buying food. grams and national institutions, and so
programs. increase government interest to sustain

Governments may wish to draw on the pro- The Bank's programs In agriculture their investments.
gram for the Social Dimensions of Adjustment Over the next five years, the Bank * It will improve local management
(SDA) - sponsored by the World Bank, the Af- will lend about $21 billion to Sub- of services, rather than rely on foreign
rican Development Bank, the United Nations De- Saharan Africa. Almost as much in co- management. Training and preparing
velopment Program, and other donors. The pro- financing will also be mobilized. The local staff, from the beginning, to man-
gram will contribute to this work in three specific total resources transferred will be about age national institutions will be critical

ways.MThe first is through permanent household $35 billion. Of this, 30 percent, or $10 to success.ways. The first IS through permnanent household billion, will be for adjustment - and * All of the agricultural services will
surveys, using basic indicators to build nutritional will have as a principal objective shift- focus on direct contact with farmers -
profiles of the various population groups. The ing the terms of trade in favor of agri- and on what farmers need for technol-
second is through policy studies on nutrition and culture and creating conditions in which ogy, for demonstration, for inputs. Field
food security. The third is through the identifica- food production can flourish. Of the staff and their managers should work
tion, appraisal, and implementation of food secu- lending to Sub-Saharan Africa, around directly with farmers.
rity interventions for vulnerable groups in con- 20 percent, or $7 billion, will be for * Services will have a long-term per-
junction with structural and sectoral adjustment agriculture. spective. The Bank will support these
loans. This lending will differ from the services institutions until they are solidly

Govemments will also wish to make use of rural development projects of the 1970s established, in many cases for 15 to 20
other country-specific contributions by donors in the following ways: years.
(see the annex). As part of this effort, more Attention will be given to the - Aid coordination, elusive in the

analysis should be ca.ied out on the impacts of policy environment under adjustment past, will be greatly imnproved if inter-
analysis should be carried out on the impacts of programs. ested donors cofmance national systems,
the various interventions now under way or * Irrigation and rnitigating the ef- rather than continuing to create their own
planned. The chart on page S shows the effects of fects of drought will be major compo- parallel services in each country.
different policy options on subgroups of the food nents of the effort, half a billion dollars These national programs of agricul-
insecure. over the five years. tural services will complement the B ank's

* The Benor initiative, to be op- other initiatives, such as structural and
Food security interventions erational in 34 countries by the end of sectoral adjustment lending.

Food security action programs would have 1988, will draw on $34 billion in lend-
elements (1) that reinforce both economic growth ing resources. Research
and food security and (2) that involve some trade- The Bank chairs the Special Pro-
offs between economic growth and food security. The Benor Initiative gram for African Agricultural Research

Based on the Bank's experience (SPAAR), which coordinates the activi-
In most Afncan countries, reliance on economic in African agriculture, this initiative is ties of donors that support national re-
growth alone is not an adequate solution because being launched to increase significantly search systems in Africa. The donor
growth takes time and remedial action must be the productivity and income of farm- members of SPAAR provide an estimated
prompt. Moreover, economic growth may not ers. The initiative responds to the ur- $300 million in loans and grants annu-
benefit disadvantaged groups, such as the urban gent need for an increase in agricul- ally for agricultural research
poor, the sick, or the elderly. tural productivity and the considerable The Bank also cosponsors and chairs

Food security is a critical input for economic untapped potential for such an increase. the 40 donor Consultative Group on In-
growth as well as a principal product of that The initiative is naned for Daniel ternational Agricultural Research
growth. Undernourished people cannot form the Benor, who developed the training-and- (CGIAR), which is expected to spend
productive work force needed for economic visit (T&V) system in India in the early $600 million in grants over the next five
growth. Nor is it likely that development strate- 1970s. Under this system, trained ex- years for research by international cen-

tension workers visit contact farmers ters cooperating with national systems in
gies unconcerned with this problem will be per- every two weeks to provide informa- Africa to increase agricultural produc-
ceived as morally sound and thus be sustained. tion tailored to local conditions. The tion across the continent.

tD-J>AU7-.ma3NC rGD X- -0, 5



The dilemma is that there is no blueprint for what

Women and Population Growth: should be done.
A pragmatic approach would include five

Two Neglected Elements of Food Security steps:
1. Identify the food insecure - their loca-

Women are central to Africa's food se- ing directly with women's groups. tion, their condition, and the causes of their food
curity for four reasons. First, most Af- Kenya, for example, set up a national in
rican farmers are women, and increas- agricultural extension service that secuty.
ing their productivity will determine the reaches men and women farmers.
agricultural performance and rural in- * Credit. Women need to save and tions that generate real income for the food inse-
comes. Second, women support chil- borrow in the formal financial sector. cure.
dren, mostly through subsistence farm- But the flow of formal credit to women 3. Alternatively, look for the least-cost
ing and petty trade, and head many of farmers is minimal, because credit sys- scheme to generate or provide income or food for
the households at risk of food insecu- tems are not geared to small farmers those at risk.
rity. Third, women are more likely to generally and women lack title to land 4. If the country cannot afford the interven-
suffer undemutrition during pregnancy or other assets to pledge as collateral. tion, provide appropriate support and assistance.
and carrying out such arduous and time- Several African countries have small- 5. If the cost to the government jeopardizes
consuming tasks as fetching water. scale credit programs under way to pro- the pace of growth and adjustment, identify an-
Fourth, women's nutritional status vide credit with less reliance on land as other affordable cost-effective altemative or find
largely determines the status of their collateral and more onpeerpressure and ote ffodal
children. Specific efforts are needed to the ability to pay. Additional experi- more funds.
reorient government programs to serve ments should identify, refine, and repli- The programs that emerge from such an ana-
women better, particularly in agricul- cate the most promising approaches. lytical process will include growth-promoting
ture. These efforts should include: *Land tenure. Adjustments should projects, subsidy schemes (for production or con-

* Lifting the constraints on be explored in land tenure, including sumption), and policy actions to relieve the main
women's labor. Programs and tech- joint tenure for wives and husbands and constraints on achieving food security. Here are
nologies should be adopted to reduce more individual tenure for women. some examples:
the time women spend processing and While agricultural production and * Investments in agriculture that increase
preparing food (particularly staples), economic growth determine how much incomes and food production for family consump-
finding and carrying water and fuel- food and income there is to go around, tion in farning households that are at risk of
wood, and doing household chores. population growth affects how many malnourishment.
Technologies do exist for reducing the mouths there are to feed. The popula- Subsidized employment schemes that se-
time needed to process staples (for ex- tion of Sub-Saharan Africa, now around
ample, the work of the International 500 million, will exceed 700 million by lectively raise the incomes (in cash or in kind) of
Institute for Tropical Agriculture in Ni- the year 2000. At no time in history has the food insecure.
gersia), but the technologies have to be any group of nations faced the challenge * Subsidized food - for example, food
improved and disseminated in other of increasing incomes and achieving food stamps, food ration shops, and supplementary
African countries. Similarly, some com- security in asituationof suchrapidpopu- feeding in schools and health centers.
munity-based efforts to improve the lation growth. * Public services that improve nutrition in
supply of rural water have been very With such a high rate of population other ways. Because frequent diarrheal infection
successful and should be tested and growth, countries will find it very diffi- and poorly constituted diets can cause malnutri-
replicated elsewhere. cult for the economy and for agriculture tion, increasing access to nutrition education,

- Conducting more research on to keep pace and to generate the growth health services, and safe water may be the most
farming systems. Research is needed in incomes needed to enhance food se-
on several questions. How does mod- curity. Rapid population growth is also cost-effective iterventons.
em land registration affect women's changing the structure of the household, * Institutional changes, such as rescinding
income, their farming practices, their which in turn is changing the dynamic laws that prevent women from owning land or
incentive to invest, and their practical of decisions on the acquisition and dis- that encourage tenancy and discourage perma-
control over land? How do incentives tribution of food within the household. nent land tenure. These might also include pro-
affect women farmers in different cul- Population growth is thus an over- moting village-level management of common
tural groups - that is, what they grow, riding concerm not only for development property resources like grazing land, forests, and
how they farm, and how much they but for food security. Governments and water supplies - and establishing unions and
market? How does improved access to donors should therefore continue to cooperatives for women farmers.
inputs, credit, and extension affect agri- strengthen their programs in population More country-specific work would help plan-
cultural production among cultural and family planning - promoting fam- ners understand what the various options might
groups (men or women) with different ily planning, encouraging breastfeeding
levels of education and land holdings? and later ages of marriage, and spread- mean. This work should include governments,

-Extension. There should be more ing information about the advantages of bilateral agencies, and NGOs familiar with the
female extension workers, communicat- planning family size. local context.

Learning by doing. Because there have been
_____________ ______ _ few successful food security interventions in Af-
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rica, there are few reliable designs. The route for- rity interventions may be extremely expensive.
ward is to learn by doing and to learn from expe- An important issue is whether intervention jeop-
rience in other parts of the world. The Tamil ardizes the country's long-run goal of raising per
Nadu Nutrition Project involved targeted feeding capita incomes. What is affordable depends on
for malnourished children and nutritional educa- local and foreign resources - from both official
tion for the mothers. Although the social and in- assistance and nongovernmental organizations
stitutional context in India is very different from (NGOs). Donors have recently begun to stress
Africa's, some of the principles responsible for social components in adjustment programs - a
the project's success are applicable. Analogous trend the Bank supports. 'Each program
interventions in some African countries - such Sustainability. Food security interventions
as Ghana's Program of Actions to Mitigate the should be sustainable. But in some of the poorest should be country-
Social Costs of Adjustment - should be closely countries under tight adjustment, no sustainable specific closely
monitored for applications to other countries. interventions may be identifiable. In these cases, s

Effectiveness. Many investments proposed stop-gap schemes are likely to be the best that monitored, and
in the name of food security have little prospect can be developed. Where support is unpredict- regularly evaluated."
of improving the situation. Typical examples able, long-run sustainability is too much to ex-
include schemes to produce rice at a cost several pect. Instead, governments and donors should
times that of imported rice - and subsidies for accept any cost-effective approach for which re-
foods consumed by politically vocal groups that sources are available.
live in urban areas and already are well nour- Efficiency. Although every effort must be
ished. Equally, programs that lead to negative made to limit waste and encourage accountability
secondary effects, such as dependence, are un- of funds in food security interventions, realism
likely to help food security. Planners should must prevail in evaluating accomplishments.
avoid prejudging and instead draw on relevant Many operations will be difficult to administer
experience to determine whether a policy inter- and will entail a very high risk. In such circum-
vention will relieve food insecurity. stances, a program should be regarded as a suc-

Cost-effectiveness. Of the several interven- cess if a substantial part of the resources reach
tions to improve food security, planners should the food insecure. But an operation should stop
choose the most cost-effective ones. In some
circumstances, as in some arid areas of Kenya, How Different Policies Affect Different Groups
risky agricultural projects in environmentally poor
regions may cost less than subsidized migration.
But in other areas, like northern Burkina Faso, the Effect Effect on real income in shortumedium term

reverse may be true. Governments should not set f on I r

up low-return rural development projects in mar- prices poor landless farmers with surplus

ginal areas under the guise of promoting eco- Reducing imports
of food 0nomic growth - unless these projects are gener- -f f=O

ally the least-cost way of relieving chronic mal- fxpandf g imports 

nourishment, and then they should be undertaken
explicitly on these grounds. Subsidize food production:

Foods not frade
Targeting. Targeting resources, often the internationaly 

key to cost-effectiveness, can reduce costly gen- Foods traded

eral subsidies. Yet targeting by income is diffi- Internationally -0 C X --
cult in poor countries with weak administrations Reduce subsidies on food

and no established social security systems. In Foodnottradedion

parts of Africa, such targeted programs to raise internationally i- - , ' V
food security may be inappropriate or impracti- Foods traded O Ov
cable. These areas have traditional social ar- E

rangements where purely economic measures of Subsidize food prices for
consumers, maintain Q 0

income may not be good indicators of an individ- producer prices

ual's food insecurity. In some settings, seasonal Augmenting incomes

or regional targeting may be appropriate, and o wide

certain types of food may be self-targeting. In Improvement. No effect Moderate deterioration V
each case it is important to examine the social and Moderate improvement Deterioration V

institutional forces at work.
Affordability. Even cost-effective food secu-
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the food insecure. But an operation should stop on the food insecure may be excessive. For ex-
when too few resources reach the intended bene- ample, reduced input subsidies should in prin-
ficiaries. ciple be offset by increased credit. If in practice

Each program should be country-specific and, credit for small farmers dries up, their position
given the risks, should be closely monitored and would deteriorate in the short term.
regularly evaluated. The question of affordability makes the rela-

tionship between adjustment and food security
Food security and economic adjustment uneasy. The challenge is to design adjustment-

".. the challenge It is necessary to monitor adjustment opera- motivated changes without risking greater food
tions and keep the priorities balanced to ensure insecurity and yet to remain within the available

is to promote long- that adjustment does not increase the food insecu- funding. If substantial funding is needed for the

term economic rity and malnutrition of some groups, particularly food security programs, it may be difficult for
but not exclusively in urban areas. Concern for governments to assure that there will be enough

growth while the short-term food supplies of a relatively small "adjustment" left in the package to stabilize the

protecting the part of the population should not, however, be a economy and reestablish economic growth.
pretext to stall the whole adjustment process. To Governments must thus make realistic tradeoffs

short-term food do that could hold down growth and endanger the between adjustment and food security.

security of those at food security of a much larger part of the popula- In the medium to long term, economic growthrisk." tion, possibly for generations to come. should increase food security. Cost-effective in-
greatest risk. Food security must be a complement to eco- terventions for food security are also likely to be

nomic adjustment. For most African countries, sound investments in human capital. But there
adjustment means shifting rural-urban terms of may be tradeoffs in the short run, if govemments
trade in favor of agriculture - and thus in favor and donors focus too much on food security and
of most of the food insecure. This can be a pow- less on other key development issues. No one
erful justification for change. should be under the illusion that all of the food

The impacts of adjustrnent programs should insecure can be protected from all the adverse
be synchronized. Actions like devaluing exchange impacts of every adjustment measure.
rates or reducing subsidies can, in the short term, If there are tradeoffs between adjustment and
increase the food insecurity of some groups. food security, the challenge is to promote long-
Meanwhile, actions that might have positive ef- term economic growth while protecting the short-
fects (increasing access to credit or expanding term food security of those at greatest risk for
private sector activities) can take much longer. If whom nutritional deterioration would constitute
these measures are not synchronized, the burden a serious health risk.
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REDUCING TRANSITORY FOOD INSECURITY

Fluctuations in nominal incomes and in food prices food is to modify the explicit or implicit border
are two sources of transitory food insecurity. price. If the border price rises (whether due to the
Nominal incomes fluctuate because of wide instability of the international price, the equilib-
swings in agricultural and food production caused rium exchange rate, or both), govemments can
by changes in the weather and in the export prices subsidize imports. And if the border price is
of agricultural products and other primary com- below normal, they can tax imports. But it may "A major issue is
modities. This instability is greatest in countries be difficult to determine what the normal border
that depend on only a few commodities. Food price should be in practice. With or without keeping food prices
prices fluctuate because of shifts in domestic and stable border prices, domestic food prices may be stable between
international prices. The problem obviously dif- more stable when there are no restrictions on
fers for producers and consumers. A country has trade than when food imports or the food import seasons and from
little control over the international prices of food bill are held inflexible between one year and the one year to
imports or primary exports, but it can do some- next - a policy that African governments often
thing to reduce (but not eliminate) the fluctua- pursue. the next."
tions in domestic agricultural output. Stabilization through trade has costs. The

Donors should support actions to prevent cost of stabilizing prices by varying imports is a
transitory food insecurity. Measures to help more unstable exchange rate or, alternatively, the
drought-prone countries, include promoting cost of holding larger foreign exchange reserves.
drought-resistant crops and developing low-cost Yet this cost is normally much less than that of
technologies that retain soil moisture. Measures using large buffer stocks.
to expand agricultural research and extension and Buffer stock operations should thus be ana-
to introduce nonagricultural income-earning en- lyzed carefully from the point of view of cost-ef-
terprises to the farning population should also be fectiveness. Storage should be seen as one of
supported. These measures overlap in large part several instruments - often a high cost one -

with the general development of agriculture. that can contribute to price stabilization. Large-
Where transitory food insecurity cannot be scale buffer stock operations will rarely be a cost-

prevented, donors should help govemments cope effective altemative. Storage facilities should be
with iL A major issue is keeping food prices sufficient to remove and inject enough food into
reasonably stable between seasons and from one the market for a short period until the supply can
year to the nexL Abnormally high food prices be realistically stabilized through trade.
mean that many people will not be able to buy Liberalizing trade -not only for growth,
food. Abnormally low food prices reduce farm- but also for food supply and price stability - is
ers' incomes and limit their ability to plant new better than controlling imports and foreign ex-
crops. At the same time, there is a risk that some change in ways that often do not reflect food
attempts to stabilize prices will be counterpro- supply and demand conditions. But this may not
ductive and make prices even more unstable. Gov- be enough. Where international prices are vola-
emments too often pile intervention on top of tile, a tariff structure can stabilize the domestic
intervention, some of which undo others. But price within acceptable limits. Governments can
completely stable prices are neither desirable nor subsidize imports or tax exports when prices are
feasible. And even stable prices cannot remedy too high - and tax imports or subsidize exports
transitory food insecurity. when prices are too low. Such levies will work

A rational approach entails understanding only when the country can administer them and
how much instability there would be without in- can prevent abuse for purposes other than food
tervention. When a government does not inter- security.
vene in trade, there are three causes of unstable Many countries will find it difficult or im-
food prices - international prices, the effective possible to stabilize food supplies without inter-
exchange rate, and the instability of domestic national assistance. Further, governments often
supply and demand. In most of Africa, exchange find it politically difficult to hold on to the finan-
rates fluctuate because unstable revenues from cial reserves needed to assure adequate food in
agricultural exports supply the country's foreign severe circumstances.
exchange, and the demand for foreign exchange Donors should thus review whether existing
fluctuates with the demand for imports. international safety nets are adequate or should

One way to reduce price instability for traded be expanded. Food aid that often can expand and
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contract directly with a country's requirements is
Storing Cereals one such safety net. But food aid is not much

help when the global food bill rises. If prices are
is the unexpected destruction of a food up everywhere, total food aid does not increase or

A difficult issue facing many govern- supply that cannot be replaced from may even decrease -just when it is most needed.
ments is cereal storage. In most coun- another source. The protection of the The IM.'s Compensatory Financing Facility is
tries, the bulk of storage capacity is in food supply has a clear time and place aother safet net. It rovides credit when en-
the hands of producers, consumers, and dimension. The emergency stock has to y g
traders. This usually is an appropriate be maintained at a constant level and eral export earnings decline or food import bills
situation, as small-scale traditional on- replenished as soon as it is depleted. rise. Finally, all official development assistance
farm storage is often cheap and cost- The infrastructure and administra- to individual countries is mildly responsive to
effective. And private sector traders are tive capacity for handling emergencies fluctuations in balance of payment conditions.
often more efficient than govermments has a lot to do with the required size of While the Bank sees no need for any new interna-
in handling cereal marketing. Storage an emergency stock. There are no ob- tional stabilization funds, it does support using
capacity will need to expand steadily as jective criteria for determining the size food aid to stabilize domestic food prices. Gov-
agricultural production expands, and the of an emergency stock. There may be emments could set aside counterpart funds from
private sector normally can accomplish cheaper alternatives for obtaining an sales of food aid. These revenues would provide
this expansion efficiently. There are equal level of protection. But the toler- . . .
three types of food stocks: working, ance for suffering a catastrophe and the budget support for subsidzing Imports or exports

an ufrsok. wligestpafopreconreto defend floor or ceiling target prices. Thisemergency, and buffer stocks. wfllingness to pay for protection are souinsol_ecniee nyi onre
emergency, ~~~subjective, solution should be considered only if countries

Working stocks find it difficult to save for a bad year. In coun-
Working stocks are normally held Buffer or stabilization stocks tries with strict fiscal discipline, governments

by producers, consumers and traders at The size of stocks required for stabi- should avoid earmarking revenues for specific
the state, region, village, and household lizing supplies from one year to the next purposes.
levels. When there is only one harvest is widely debated. In most cases neither One key to handling food aid flexibly is
a year, working stocks might amount to the advocates of large or small buffer having enough storage to cope with predictable
as much as total annual consumption or stocks have enough evidence to support but unprograrnmed flows of food aid (see the
production. their positions. But there is good cause box). Recipients cannot plan well if they are

The more varied the foods in the to suspect that large buffer stocks are uncertain about shipment arrivals. When food
production-consumption basket, the less overly ambitious. The reasons are:
the demand for storage. If the cost of - Calculations are often inspired by aidives late ohen itbis nteed testa-
storage is high, people will prefer to extreme but rare events: a good or bad bilizes prices. These problems are greatest in
switch to other foods that might be har- harvest Yet, costs for buffer stocks are countries where food aid constitutes most of the
vested at different times of the year. incurred in all years while the benefits food imported. Donors should try to make food
Low working stocks may be the conse- accrue only in some years. Without an aid flows more responsive to recipients' needs -
quence of high storage costs, including assessment of the probabilities of good, and easier to program. But such reforms will
the cost of holding inventory (credit). normaL and bad harvests, the cost-effec- take time and may only work in the long run.
If there is hunger (seasonal food inse- tivenessof abufferstockmaybeoveres- One option is to rely less on food aid. A better
curity) as a consequence, public inter- timated. option may be to store food when it is plentiful
vention to increase this private storage * The advocates of large buffer stocks and use it as needed. Countries that depend on
activity may be effective. fail to consider and appreciate alterna- food imports could develop the capacity to store

When there are different views tive ways of stabilizing marketed sup- as much as about a quarter of their average an-
concerning the requirements for public plies and prices. Sometimes the satne as food ashipmets. thi ou not cost too
stocks, the debate is often about the agencies advocating large stocks con- nual food aid shipments. This would not costtoo
need for working stocks and indirectly done constraints on trade, even as unen- much - and could help stabilize prices and save
about the role of parastatals in grain cumbered trade would lead to greater potential foreign exchange for commercial im-
trade. If an African government mo- stability from year to year. There are ports.
nopolizes the grain trade, an appropri- other possible interventions (variable
ate working stock might be about 15 to tariffs or diversified cropping) that have Responding to natural disaster
30 percent of annual producton, or the costs, yet may be more cost-effective In the last 20 years Africa has been hit by a
size of the marketed surplus. If the than stocks. series of droughts. Accurate and timely informa-
govemment plays no role in grain trad- * Stabilization stocks, like working tion on the status of agricultural crops and range-
ing under normal circumstances, it ob- stocks, are most valuable when they are lands should help combat these onslaughts. There
viously would not hold a working stock. an integral part of a flexible and respon- are four stages in handling natural disasters: war-

sive food marketing system. Too often decision,taesponse, ndtralisason. all
Emergency stocks there is no clear perception about the ing, decision, response, and rehabilitation. All

Emergency stocks are insurance rules that govem the accumulation and need strengthening.
against catastrophe. One clear example release of stocks. Warning. In 1985 the Bonn Summit called

on the EEC and the United States to develop a
more effective system to monitor conditions in
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the Sahel. The idea was to anticipate famine con- The performance of early waming systems
ditions and to mobilize assistance quickly. As a will improve as operators minimize duplication
result, there are now national, regional, and inter- and coordinate their activities. In addition, broadly
national early warning systems (EWSs) in opera- based agreements to improve technology will
tion. An EWS collects data on climatic condi- strengthen the system and integrate the EWS
tions, yield forecasts, markets, nutritional status, centers. The FAO is already pursuing these ac-
food prices, and pest invasions. The system uses tions.
satellite data on cropping areas, rainfall, and vege- Decision. Early warning information is only
tation growth. As yet, not all potential users rely one system that can detect drought and predict "Donors should try
on this information, because of confusion over critical food shortages. Despite recent progress,
the indicators, differences between systems, and decisionmaking needs stronger management. The to make food aid
questions about the reliability of the data. relevant agencies - the World Food Program flows more

The systems have nevertheless made great (WFP), bilateral donors, and voluntary organiza-
progress and continue to improve. FAO's Global tions - should provide resources to help create responsive to
Information and Early Warning System receives this management. Governments can set up insti- recipients' needs."
regular reports from all countries - and from the tutions to handle relief and provide them with
Sahel every 10 days during the growing season. adequate funds. With these groups in place, they
FAO is assisting more countries to establish Natu- can estimate the size of the problem and the need
ral Early Warning Systems to improve ground for emergency relief. On-site verification should
information. It is also setting up Regional Re- occur as soon as possible so that short-term fam-
mote Sensing Centers and may establish one in ine relief and long-term development policies are
West Africa. FAO will soon have an advanced coordinated.
satellite monitoring system that will receive hourly Response. In moving food to recipients the
cloud temperature readings over Africa directly ports, roads, and railways for transporting ship-
from Meteosat, the European space agencies' ments are critical. Contingency plans should be
weather satellite. And the system will receive available when transport corridors cannot be used.
data on crops over 10-day periods from a U.S. Because emergency food often has to travel
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra- through neighboring countries, their transport
tion satellite. facilities must be adequate. Regional bodies -

FAO will combine these data to monitor such as the Permanent Interstate Committee for
rainfall and vegetation. Other data bases will Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS) and the
support this system and include climatic statis- Southern African Development Coordination
tics, a 10-day and monthly index compiled over Conference (SADCC) - are assisting in coop-
eight years, and a five-class listing of desert- eration.
locust habitats. FAO can compare these data Rehabilitation. Deforestation and changes
with satellite information and produce maps that in weather patterns often lead to cumulative dis-
highlight abnormal rainfall patterns and suspected asters and further requirements for disaster relief.
locust breeding areas. In addition, the U.S.-fi- More research is needed to measure these changes,
nanced Famine Early Warning System provides get agreements on their effects on agriculture,
information on food shortages in a few countries and prepare long-term responses. Already the
where the United States provides food aid. EWS has some tools for measuring longer term

degradation in Africa
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FOOD AID AND FOOD S:ECURITY

From 1982 to 1985 Sub-Saharan Africa received When it arrives late, it can destabilize prices and
about 3.5 million tons of food aid a year, or more reduce incentives for local production. As men-
than a third of its annual cereal imports of 9.5 tioned above, this can be avoided if donors pro-
million tons. The annual value to the recipient vide reliable flows so that recipient govemments
countries was about $750 million. The shipping can include the aid in their planning. In addition,

"Food aid, i cost to the donors was about $250-300 million; it is important to supply commodities that meet
the balance represents the market value of food local needs. Program food aid is often sold on

properly managed, withdrawn from "surplus" stocks. local markets. If the govemment uses the pro-
can have a very Food aid does not always have much to do ceeds to subsidize unproductive public or private

with food security. Its immediate impact benefits enterprises, it contributes little or nothing to the
positive impact on the urban poor and landless rural population. It economy. Project food aid often delivers food at
food security." has little effect on subsistence farmers. The a high cost to those who need it when it would be

weaknesses of food aid in assisting development more efficient to give cash.
are well known. Sustained food aid can make At the same time, the adverse effects of food
countries dependent on intemational handouts. aid can be counteracted, so that food aid, if prop-

erly managed, can have a very positive impact on

Three Types of FoodAid food security. Decisionmaking on program food
aid is provided bilaterally by the five main donors

projects is twice the value of the food - Australia, Canada, the EEC, Japan, and the
Between June 1985 and July 1986, food aid component. United States. They recently have carried out
aid for Sub-Saharan Africa amounted comprehensive reviews of their food aid policies
to $750 millon. About 35 percent of Emergency and programs with a view to strengthening the
this aid was provided as program food Most emergency food aid has done contribution of food aid to development.
aid, 15 percent as project food aid, and much to combat transitory food insecu- The Bank and the WFP are carrying out a
50 percent as emergency food aid. Each rity. When such aid arrives on time, it comprehensive review of food aid in Africa to
type is distinct. usually is distributed directly to the find out how food aid contributes to development

affected population - and saves many and to food security - and to integrate it with
Program lives. Even if the food is injected into and aid seunty-anmate Itise

Program food aid is a straightfor- the market, it helps food security be- financial aid. The WFP has unmatched expertise
ward substitute for financial aid. Some cause it is provided at a time when in handling project food aid and helps bilateral
donors, such as the United States, en- foreign exchange reserves are low and donors coordinate program and emergency aid.
sure that food aid is sold at market governments have to curb food and The WFP also has a field presence and informa-
prices and that the proceeds are used other imports. tion network that, after upgrading, would allow it
for development purposes. Other do- Donors have tried to deliver emer- to play a much larger coordinating role.
nors have flexible approaches. gency food aid on time and at low cost The Bank and the WFP will be exploring a

The effect of program aid on food by borrowing food from other food trial collaboration in one or two countries. (The
security is similar to that of financial stocks and purchasing food in stricken WFP has already suggested Chad, Ghana, Sudan,
aid. It raises the prospects for increased countries or from neighboring coun- Ethiopia, Mauritania, Mozambique, and Tanza-
current and future consumption. Its tries. nia). The collaboration will involve reviewing
success in contributing to food security
depends on how well additional re- Triangular Transactions existig and proposed food security projects to
sources are used to stimulate economic In recent years, another kind of make them more cost effective - and finding
growth and provide minimal diets for program food aid has become popular, ways to substitute food aid for resources that are
food insecure households. the "triangular transaction." This trans- needed elsewhere in the economy. The WFP,

action involves donor country A ac- NGOs, and governments would work on devel-
Project quiring food in country B and deliver- oping new food security projects with a large

About 15 percent of the food aid ing it to country C. The food is bought food aid componenL
to Sub-Saharan Africa-amounting to with cash or in exchange for a food that The trend toward greater international col-
more than half a million tons and val- country B needs and country A has a laboration is strong in Africa. In December 1987
ued at about $150 million - was used surplus of. Even critics of food aid the Special Program of Assistance was estab-
in development and nutrition projects. often advocate this triangular food aid lished for the low-income debt-distressed coun-
About half these projects are admini- because itpromotes South-South trade.
stered through the World Food Pro- But this kind of food aid has draw- tries of Africa. In addition, bilateral donors have
gram, the rest through the main inter- backs, particularly when the food is shown a willingness to coordinate their financial
national NGOs. The total value of the purchased with financial aid. aid with the Bank's adjustrnent programs in Af-

rica. So the time is ripe for donors to explore
similar arrangements for food aid.
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INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

The proposals for action can work only if govern- planning, and nutrition programs (including
ments, NGOs, and bilateral and multilateral aid monitoring, treatment, feeding, and nutrition
agencies can implement them. This implementa- education). Because these activities may not fit
tion in turn requires coordinating objectives and easily within existing sectoral operations, bilat-
programs. eral donors and NGOs with field experience should

collaborate with governments. Where possible,
Government agencies free-standing food security operations should "Donors can

Government organizations must improve provide more funds. learn much
their ability to handle food security issues in
three main areas: Nongovernmental organizations from NGOs.

Planning, preparation, and evaluation. Donors can learn much from the experience
Governments should develop a planning capacity of NGOs. In turn, the donors can advise on which
for food security (and food aid). Traditionally, food security actions governments will support,
ministries of agriculture handle these issues. help finance an expansion of the program, and
Often, however, officials lack the background or experiment with new institutional approaches (to
inclination to deal with the difficult distribution credit and to community works programs).
issues of food security. Health ministries, which Donors should find out more about NGOs'
are often responsible for nutrition issues, some- work in food security and give special priority to
times see food security as feeding programs. NGOs that increase economic opportunities for
Planning ministries, by contrast, can give a bal- small farmers, particularly women. It would be
anced national perspective. useful to organize meetings on food security with

Handlingfood aid. Many governments need NGOs, donors, and government representatives.
to develop better ways to handle food aid. Some- Major food aid NGOs should participate in the
times, food aid falls under agriculture, sometimes proposed Bank-WFP evaluation of food aid. And
finance or interior, and sometimes one or more there should be in-country seminars with repre-
parastatals. When several agencies have over- sentatives of government, donors, and NGOs.
lapping mandates, there is no clear accountability Each should help develop and prepare specific
- and no audits to verify how resources are used. country strategies for food security.
Responsibilities should be clear, and governments
should set procedures to help planners administer African organizations
food aid, so that the food on local markets does African regional organizations should also
not overwhelm local production. Food aid agen- play a greater role in food security.
cies must also be able to hold auctions and to * There should be a one-year curriculum in
store food aid that arrives in sudden spurts. food security planning in at least two African

Building institutional capabilities. Many universities, one anglophone and one francophone.
countries need new institution-building activi- The Bank should seek funds for this from a bilat-
ties. Agriculture officials should be in a position eral donor or international NGO.
to prepare and implement projects that help the * Regional bodies - such as SADCC,
poor. Planning and health ministries need to IGADD, and CILSS - should expand efforts to
increase their collaboration in handling these is- improve transport facilities between countries and
sues. And in drought-prone countries, they will so ensure transport of emergency food aid.
have to put more emphasis on techniques to com- * Donors should collaborate with the regional
bat droughts. They should also strengthen their organizations to understand how economic inte-
capacity to cope with the urban food insecure. gration can help food security. This will help
Donors, meanwhile, should continue their efforts donors take specific cost-effective actions to speed
to develop institutions to handle health, family economic integration.
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ACTION PROGRAM FOR THE BANK

Hunger in Africa is a huge, intractable problem. These actions will need more staff, but can be
There are no quick fixes, no easy answers, no implemented within the framework of existing
simple short cuts. Only large-scale actions, pur- aid. Specifically, the Bank will:
sued persistently over many years with adequate * Prepare food security action programs for a
resources and skilled personnel, will dent the number of African countries each year, starting in

"..a new urgenc problem. Even so, the risks are considerable in fiscal 1989. After five years, these programs are
a newugency the face of unfavorable world economic condi- expected to cover the African countries with the

in implementation, tions. Fiscal possibilities are restricted, programs greatest number of food insecure.

a sharperfocus are stretched to the limit, extemal aid funding is * Identify, prepare, and finance growth-ori-
tight, and donor administrative budgets are under en ted projects that benefit undernourished people

wherefood pressure. and cost-effective interventions that improve the

insecurity is To respond to the challenge, the Bank is food security of the undemourished.
taking action in four areas. * Build the institutional capacity of African

most severe." governments to handle food security issues.
Building the foundation * Strengthen actions to cope with transitory

First, the Bank will build the foundation for food insecurity, and in some cases, support ac-
long-term food security through a more vigorous tions to reduce large fluctuations in food prices
application of ongoing approaches to growth and and finance more storage capacity to manage
adjustment. In addition, the Bank will: food aid better.

* Strengthen its efforts to raise the agricul-
tural production of farmers at risk of food insecu- Mlobilizing an effective partnership
rity - for example, low-income smallholders and Third, the Bank will take steps to mobilize
women farmers. an effective partnership of all concerned donors.

- Continue and expand its work in popula- Such a collaborative effort will minimize dupli-
tion and family planning programs. caltion, add to staff expertise, and mobilize more

* Use the opportunity of adjustment opera- funds. There are three specific recommendations
tions to help protect and support the undemour- in this regard:
ished. * Donor coordination would focus mainly on

- Conduct reviews of public investment and the individual country level. Where possible, the
expenditure programs to ensure that they fund Bank should use existing informal forums, such
growth-oriented projects that can help undemour- as consultative groups and round tables.
ished people, subsidized schemes that support - The Bank will develop ways to keep other
the food insecure, and programs in family plan- donors informed about the progress of the Afri-
ning, health, and nutrition. caLn food security initiative.

* Increase measures to control famine and * NGOs should join forces with official multi-
mitigate the effects of drought under ongoing op- lateral and bilateral donors. The Bank can help
erations. bring governments and NGOs together to meet

* Incorporate environmental concerns into common objectives. The needed actions include
development policy and programs. experimenting with new institutional approaches

* Coordinate the use of food aid with finan- through NGOs, promoting women's cooperatives,
cial assistance. having NGOs take part in preparing specific food

* Strengthen efforts through SPAAR to im- security strategies, and organizing trilateral meet-
prove the effectiveness of donor support to na- ings with NGOs, governments, and donors.
tional agricultural research, and encourage the
donors of CGIAR to sustain and enhance the Stepping up applied research
focus of international agricultural research cen- A fourth set of actions being undertaken by
ters on the needs of Africa. the Bank will involve applied research. These

actions include:
Preparing country programs * Carrying out, jointly with the WFP, a re-

Second, the Bank will be pursuing a new set view of African food aid that points to future
of country-specific actions. These actions will changes in this area.
form a more intensive, organized, and systematic * Exploring ways for greater collaboration in
approach to the problem of hunger in Africa. early warning systems.
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* Finding ways to integrate women farmers
with the development process.

* Encouraging regional integration that will
improve food security. The Bank will study how
regional integration can increase food security.

The Bank's action program will comprise
actions that are not so much new in themselves
but will have a new urgency in implementation, a
clearer consistency with existing programs, and a
sharper focus on countries where food insecurity
is most severe. The Bank's action program can
help increase the understanding of the causes of
hunger in Africa and channel the resources to
actions that can reduce hunger. The following
should be accomplished in five years:

* Ongoing food security action programs will
cover the majority of Africa's food insecure.

* Food security will be a central theme in
African government policy and donor assistance.

* Donor assistance will, through greater col-
laboration, have a greater effect.

* Programs will be under way for food aid,
NGOs, women farmers, and regional approaches
to food security.
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ANNEX: ACTIVITIES COF OTHER AGENCIES
IN FOOD SEClURITY

Given the pervasiveness of the food security T'he Interagency Food and Nutrition Surveil-
problem, almost all international agencies are in- lance Program
volved to varying degrees in actions that bear on The IFNS -a program sponsored by WHO,
it Described here, in a selective and summary UNICEF, the FAO, and the ACC-SCN - aims
fashion, are some of the main global programs. tt) strengthen food and nutrition surveillance sys-

tems. It was established in 1975 in response to a
Food and Agriculture Organization resolution of the 1974 World Food Conference.

The FAO has made three major contribu- By 1981, some 20 countries, supported independ-
tions in focusing world attention on the issue of ently by the respective UN agencies, were oper-
food security. First, the FAO-sponsored World ating some type of food and nutrition surveil-
Food Conference in 1974 established the Com- Imce system for the purpose of policy, program
mittee on Food Security (CFS). The CFS has a planning, and advocacy.
large rotating membership of countries that meets The practical aim of the IFNS is to extend
annually and passes advisory resolutions for food this interagency support for food and nutrition
security. The CFS initially focused on issues surveillance activities to many more countries in
related to the scarcity of food supply, and food an actively collaborative manner. The program's
storage technology and requirements. Now the short-term objectives are to produce and analyze
CFS has shifted its focus to transfers of food (of- existing information in trends of human nutrition
ten on food aid termns) and to increasing the at national and subnational levels for 20 to 40
poor's economic access to food. countries by mid-1988, and to promote recogni-

Second, in 1976, the FAO set up its Food tion and use of this information at regional and
Security Assistance Scheme. This program has country levels. The IFNS is working closely with
spent $84 million in developing countries for in- the Bank in a number of countries, often in col-
vestments in food storage and marketing opera- laboration with the Social Dimensions of Adjust-
tions, technical assistance, food information, and ment (SDA) project.
training. The largest donors to the scheme have
been the Netherlands, Switzerland, Norway, and The World Food Council
Gernany. The World Food Council was created by the

Third, the FAO's Global Early Warning Sys- 1974 World Food Conference to implement its
tem to predict impending shortfalls in food sup- resolutions, many of which relate directly to food
plies has had considerable success with in-coun- security and hunger concerns. An early achieve-
try early warning and response systems. raent of the Council was the establishment of the

International Fund for Agricultural Development
Administrative Committee on Coordination (IFAD). The Council has initiated National Food
and Subcommittee on Nutrition Strategies in a number of countries - mostly in

The Administrative Committee on Coordi- Africa - assisted by the World Bank and bilat-
nation (ACC) established the Subcommittee on eral agencies. The Council also helped set up the
Nutrition (SCN). It is the focal point for intema- International Emergency Food Reserve and other
tional nutrition in the UN system. A number of food security initiatives, such as the IMF's Spe-
bilateral assistance agencies also participate. The cial Food Facility. The lack of an international
SCN serves as a coordinating mechanism, ex- consensus has hampered the Council's role as a
changes information and technical guidance, and catalyst in the area of food initiatives.
helps the UN respond to nutrition problems.
These problems include the nutrition conse- International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
quences of adjustment, better use of food aid, the ment
nutrition effects of shifting from subsistence to Established in 1977, IFAD helps finance
cash crops, and the integration of nutrition goals highly concessional loans for projects to improve
in the work of the Consultative Group for Inter- food production and generate income earning
national Agricultural Research. opportunities for the poorest groups in the rural
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population. IFAD's experience is especially rele- the health environment and behavioral change.
vant to the alleviation of food insecurity. The Its operations include immunization, oral rehy-
World Bank and IFAD already cooperate closely dration, and (to a lesser extent) growth monitor-
to prepare, appraise, and cofinance projects to ing and breast-feeding. UNICEF's "Adjustment
improve food security. with a Human Face" advocates more research

and concern about the social effects of adjust-
World Food Program ment.

The WFP was established in parallel with the
IDA in 1961 and began operations in 1963. It is European Economic Community
governed by the Committee on Food Aid Policies The comerstone of the EEC's food security
and Programs (CFA), which meets twice a year action progran is to support National Food Strate-
and coordinates bilateral and multilateral food gies in several African countries. Under its Ac-
aid, particularly emergency aid. The WFP uses tion Plan to Combat Hunger, the EEC entered a
voluntary contributions of food and cash from "mutual commitment" with the governments of
governments for projects to alleviate hunger. The Kenya, Mali, Zambia, and Rwanda to improve
project's dual objectivesare, first, to meet the im- the production and distribution of food and food
mediate nutritional needs of the hungry and mal- aid. The commitment now covers most African
nourished and, second, to produce a lasting im- countries and helps arrange a fiscal safety net
pact on economic development, particularly during critical policy transition periods. The
through food-for-work projects. In 1986, for in- EEC's National Food Strategies are similar to
stance, the WFP committed more than $600 mil- the Bank's agricultural policies under structural
lion for new projects in 43 countries and another adjustment. These include improving incentives
$179 million for the victims of war, famine, and for farmers and liberalizing markets. The EEC's
natural disaster. food security programs have shifted from food

self-sufficiency to the "demand side" of food in-
UNICEF security. The Bank's food security strategy is

UNICEF plays a major role in the interagency learning from, and building on, the EEC's expe-
nutrition surveillance program and concentrates rience - and close collaboration is expected in
on Africa. UNICEF deals with issues concerning the implementation phase.
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Other World Bank publications on food security and related issues for Sub-Saharan Africa

Poverty and Hunger: Issues and Options for Food Security in Developing Countries. A World Bank
Policy Study, 1986. Also in French and Spanish.

Population Growth and Policies in Sub-Saharan Africa. A World Bank Policy Study, 1988. Also in
French.

Report on Adjustment Lending. Policy Research Series, No. 1. Policy, Planning, and Research
Complex, 1988.

Financing Adjustment and Growth in Sub-Saharan Africa. 1986. Also in French.

Malnutrition - What Can Be Done? Lessons from Wlorld Bank Experience. Alan Berg. The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1987.

Food Policy Analysis. C. Peter Timmer, Walter FP. Falcon, and Scott R. Pearson. The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1983. Also in French and Spanish.

Food Policy. J. Price Gittinger, Joan Leslie, and. Caroline Hoisington, editors. The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1987.

Agricultural Mechanization and the Evolution oJfFarming Systems in Sub-Saharan Africa. Prabhu
Pingali, Yves Bigot, and Hans P. Binswanger. The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987. Also in
French.

Desertification Control and Renewable Resource Management in the Sahelian and Sudanian Zones of
West Africa. Francois Falloux and Aleki Mukendi. Technical Paper No. 70,1987.

The Impact of Agricultural Research in Tropicai, Africa: A Study of the Collaboration between the
International and National Research Systems. CGIAR Study Paper No. 21, 1987.

African Agricultural Research and Technological Development. Donald C. Pickering, editor, 1988.

Guidelines for Strengthening National Agricultural Research Systems in Sub-Saharan Africa. Special
Program for African Agricultural Research, 1987. Also in French.

Cost Recovery in the Health Care: Sector Selected Country Studies in West Africa. Ronald J. Vogel.
Technical Paper No. 82, 1988.

Targeted Programs for the Poor during Structural Adiustment. 1988.
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